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ELAN

A tool for annotating (multiple) audio and/or video files

Produces XML (eXtensible Markup Language) files:

EAF (ELAN Annotation File)

Is free software, the sources are available for download

Mainly written in the Java programming language

Runs on Windows, Mac OS and Linux* (* in principle..)

Current version 3.9.1

Website:
http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/



What is ELAN?

A tool that is used in various types of research:

•language documentation projects

•sign language research

•gesture research

•multimodal interaction research

A tool that allows for multi-layered annotation, 
the layers (tiers) can be part of a hierarchy

A tool in which the annotation process (segmentation and 
labeling) is mainly a manual labor



Semi-automatic annotation

Manually annotating media is a very time consuming process 

A lot of work has already been done in the field of pattern 

recognition in audio and/or video files

Integration of this type of software in annotation programs 

seems rare

Automatic segmentation by pattern recognition based software 

seems feasible

In ELAN a Silence Recognizer has been included since version 

3.6 (Aug 2008)



Semi-automatic annotation

Screenshot of the audio recognizer panel



Semi-automatic annotation

The MPIPL is involved in the AVATecH project (Advancing Video 

and Audio Technology in Humanities Research)

Collaboration of 2 MPI institutes and 2 Fraunhofer institutes

Project website:

•http://www.mpi.nl/avatech

Defines a Component Interface Specification, implemented in 

ELAN’s extension mechanism for recognizers

•2 major data types as input for and output from 

recognizers “TIER” and “TIMESERIES”

•Metadata file format (CMDI) for configuration and 

parameter specification of recognizer components



Semi-automatic annotation

Possible use case scenarios:

•Segmentation of speech per speaker by automatic 

recognition, the user fills in the text

•Segmentation of video into gesture units, the user applies 

labels

•Import unaligned transcript text, a recognizer aligns the text 

to the speech signal

•Apply a recognizer to one media file, adjust parameters, save 
the settings and run the recognizer on multiple other similar 

files

Caveats: 

•The recognizers are often developed for a particular platform 

(OS)
•Unlimited distribution of recognizer software might not be 

allowed

•May only be available as a web- or local area service



Multiple file processing

Working on a local corpus

Export multiple files as

•Tab-delimited text

•Wordlist

•List of annotations

•A selection of tiers as new EAF 

Edit multiple files

•Add, remove and rename tiers and types, change tier 

attributes
•“Scrub” transcriptions: remove tabs, new line characters, 

superfluous whitespaces 



Multiple file processing

Multiple file editor 

(contributed by Radboud University, Nijmegen)



Multiple file processing

Working on a local corpus

•Create and export statistics of multiple files

•Create multiple transcription files, for each media file in a 

folder, optionally on the basis of a template

•Convert multiple files of format X to EAF

•Apply a sequence of operations to multiple files, e.g.
create a tier from overlaps of tier A and B, create a tier from 

the overlaps of tier C and D, merge the two created tiers, 

rename the merged tier



Multiple file search

Structured search in multiple files



Multiple file search

Possible improvements:

Arbitrary grouping of tiers (now grouping based on tier type or 

participant)

Specify a group of related keywords in a single search action 

(e.g. inflected forms of a word)

Store and load complex regular expressions

Richer and friendlier presentation of results and more flexible 

export of search results

Combined search in annotation content (EAF) and metadata

(IMDI).



Timeseries

Timeseries viewer

Support for a number of file types (.csv, Praat Pitch- and 
Intensity Tiers, AVATecH xml, proprietary data glove format)

Can be extended by new “file readers”

Some data (min., max. or avg. of segments) can be extracted 
and added to a tier as annotation values

Possible extensions: 
Extract segments based on patterns in a track, e.g. segments 

where the values are above or below a certain value, 

segments containing a steep slope



Lexicon connection

ELAN - LEXUS interaction

LEXUS is a lexicon tool that is being developed at the MPIPL

It is a web application (desktop version is planned)

Website: http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/lexus/

First implementation of lookup and retrieval of values from a 

LEXUS lexicon is planned for the next version of ELAN

http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/lexus/
http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/lexus/
http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/lexus/


Lexicon connection

ELAN - LEXUS interaction

A tier can be associated with a certain type of elements in  

lexicon via its linguistic type: 

•specify the URL of LEXUS (or some other lexicon tool)

•select a lexicon

•select a “data category”; one of the properties of an entry 



Lexicon connection

ELAN - LEXUS interaction

•Building a lexicon while annotating

•Starting a lexicon from a wordlist extracted from a set of 

annotation files

•Might become the basis for automatic interlinearization 

(similar to Toolbox’s functionality)



Controlled Vocabulary

Working with Controlled Vocabularies:

•Support for external controlled vocabularies;

(un-editable) vocabularies at an internet or local network 

location 
“Lookup” while you type

•Create a Controlled Vocabulary from a selection of data 

categories (ISOcat - Data Category Registry www.isocat.org)

http://www.isocat.org


Inter-rater agreement

Assessing inter-rater agreement is important in some types of 

research

Some users would like to be able to compare the ratings of two 

annotators in the tool in which they have the annotations

Some preliminary work has been done: 

the Compare Annotators function

Problem: no consensus on how to compare time aligned 

annotations (mostly Cohen’s kappa is used)



Co-reference annotation

Co-reference annotation

Allow references from one annotation to multiple other 

annotations

Has been on the to-do list for a long time

Really necessary for some types of research



Annotate still images

ELAN is an annotation tool for time-based media

Some users like to use it for images as well (and found 

workarounds to achieve that)

A preliminary solution to annotate images more conveniently 

has been added in the latest version

This might be extended with the option to specify a sequence 

of images as source for annotation, like pages in a book, where 

each image has a duration of n ms.

2D annotation might be taken up again…



Transcription speed

Currently the program optimizes for precision rather than for 

speed.

The Segmentation mode could be improved and be better 

integrated in the application

Special input modes (text entry modes) are required to speed 

up transcription



Input methods

Provide better input methods, customizable virtual keyboard

(and if possible better rendering of some scripting systems)

Included in an ELAN distribution are a number of virtual 

keyboards (created by GATE) and some lookup lists by MPI

On Windows combined use with Keyman works for some, 

but not for all

A new platform independent, integrated, 

customizable virtual  keyboard 
framework would solve some problems

Some operating systems provide better rendering engines than 
what Java provides; could try to use those



Media support

•Improve media support, especially on Linux

JMF is old software and not maintained since 2002?

•New media solution on Windows to overcome a number of 

codec problems

•Connect to (command-line) audio/video editing applications

Media player 

for Windows 

with codec listing



Tool integration / interoperation

Many researchers use several tools for different tasks

2 main approaches:

Have specialized tools for specialized tasks and transfer 

data from one tool to the other

Integrate or copy the functionality of one tool (or a few 

tools) in the other tool 

E.g. many users combine Toolbox (or FieldWorks), Praat and 

ELAN; some are happy, others would like a “tool merge”
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